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C o n t e n t s

report from the President

regenerating america’s legacy Cities 

gregory K. ingram

Over the past several decades, the structure 

of the U.S. economy has changed as it ex-

perienced a continuing reduction of overall 

employment in manufacturing and ongoing 

growth in the service sector, especially services 

involving knowledge workers. The geographic 

distribution of activity has also changed as 

population has continued to shift from the 

seasonal Northeast and Midwest to the warmer 

South and West. Finally, within metropolitan 

areas, populations and employment moved 

from cities to the suburbs as trucking and automobile travel 

became ubiquitous. These three trends have left many cities 

in the Northeast and Midwest with much smaller popula-

tions, weaker economies, fewer manufacturing jobs, and an 

inability to offset lost employment opportunities with gains 

from sectors that are expanding nationally. These are today’s 

legacy cities, which often have excess infrastructure capac-

ity, underutilized housing stocks, and fiscal stress related 

to past obligations from public sectors now greatly dimin-

ished in size. A recent Lincoln Institute policy focus report, 

Regenerating America’s Legacy Cities, by Alan Mallach and 

Lavea Brachman, reviews the performance of a sample of 

these urban areas and identifies steps the more successful 

cities have taken to produce stronger outcomes. 

 While the declines of legacy cities have common causes, 

their economic performance has become quite diverse in 

recent decades, as some have delivered much stronger eco-

nomic, institutional, and fiscal results than others. All legacy 

cities have an array of assets including infrastructure, neigh-

borhoods, institutions, populations, and ongoing economic 

activity. Differences in their comparative performance are  

related to how local policies and leadership have leveraged 

existing inventories of these assets. In particular, recover-

ing legacy cities have built upon and expanded existing  

institutions in research, medicine, health, and education. 

They have also exploited the growing interest in urban neigh-

borhoods where it is easy to walk to stores and restau-

rants, and where residential densities are higher than those 

in most suburban communities. Recovering cities also typi-

cally have maintained or attracted more educated residents 

and have seen growth in knowledge-related activities.  

 Legacy cities that have seen their economies begin to 

transform and grow again have not necessarily experienced 

population increases. The population of most 

legacy cities peaked in the mid-20th century 

and then declined. Buffalo and St. Louis, for 

example, had lower populations in 2000 

than in 1900. Sometimes the decline in city 

populations is offset by suburban growth, 

so that metropolitan populations do not  

decline. But some successful legacy cities, 

such as Pittsburgh, have experienced mod-

est population declines even at the metro-

politan level. Changing the composition of 

city populations and economic activity is more important for 

success than population growth alone.  

  The successful recovery of legacy cities normally has 

not resulted from megaprojects that focus on redevelop-

ment, but on the accretion of many small steps with a large 

cumulative impact—an approach Mallach and Brachman 

have dubbed “strategic incrementalism.” Their research 

shows that successful legacy cities have pursued such an 

approach continually and relentlessly. The key elements of 

strategic incrementalism require the evolution of new forms 

for a city’s physical organization, economic components, 

governance, and linkages to its surrounding region. Physi-

cally, the practice involves focusing on the city’s central 

core, its key neighborhoods, and the management of vacant 

land. Economically, it involves restoring the economic role 

of the city based on its comparative advantages and existing 

assets, sharing the benefits of growth with its population, 

and strengthening connections to the city’s region. Cities 

also must strengthen their governance and address the flow 

of services and fiscal resources between the city and the 

municipalities in the greater metropolitan area. 

 Legacy cities have declined over many decades, and  

recovery will take time and require patience. While the  

performance of some, such as Camden, NJ, continues to 

deteriorate, others show signs of progress. In Pittsburgh, 

Philadelphia, Milwaukee, and other legacy cities on the  

rebound, economic performance has improved, and the  

rates of unemployment, crime, and poverty have fallen  

below national averages despite the fact that populations 

remain well below their peak 60 years ago. 

 For additional information on the determinants of legacy 

city success, see http://www.lincolninst.edu/pubs/2215_ 

Regenerating-America-s-Legacy-Cities. 
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Puerto 
madero
A  C r i t i q u e

Alfredo Garay with Laura Wainer,  
Hayley Henderson, and Demian Rotbart

M
ore than two decades have passed 
since a government-led megaproject 
set out to transform Puerto Madero, 
the oldest sector of  the port district  

at the mouth of  the river Plate in buenos aires, 
argentina. once a center of  decay that was has-
tening decline in the adjacent downtown, Puerto 
Madero is now a tourist icon and hub of  progress, 
drawing in residents and visitors alike to its park 
and cultural amenities, housing approximately 
5,000 new inhabitants, and generating 45,000  
service jobs. home to a number of  new architec-
tural landmarks—including santiago Calatrava’s 
woman’s bridge (Puente de la Mujer) and César  
Pelli’s yPF headquarters—the redeveloped port 
has contributed to the reactivation of  the city  
center, influencing development trends through-
out the argentinean capital.

 encompassing   170 hectares near the down-
town presidential palace (Casa Rosada), Puerto 
Madero was one of  latin america’s first urban 
brownfield renewal projects of  this scale and  
complexity. the project was conceived as part  
of  a wider strategy for city-center development 
that also included changes in land use regulations, 
building refurbishments, and social housing in  
heritage areas. this article draws on two decades’ 

the old port  
district of buenos 
aires (above)  
is thriving  
again. santiago   
calatrava’s   
footbridge (inset), 
Puente de la  
Mujer, spans the 
water at dock 3.
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Puerto 
madero
A  C r i t i q u e

worth of  evidence and experience with the project 
to examine the extent to which Puerto Madero has 
achieved its central objectives: to contribute to the 
reversal of  undesirable development patterns in 
the city, assert the downtown as the eminent center 
of  buenos aires, stimulate the local economy, and 
improve the living conditions of  all porteños. 

the Port in crisis
Puerto Madero was abandoned as a port at the 
beginning of  the 20th century, when operations 
transferred to Puerto nuevo. by the late 1980s, 
Puerto Madero had suffered several decades of  
neglect and underutilization. the federal General 
administration of  Ports owned the land, but the 
city and national governments both had jurisdiction 
over planning. similarly, greater buenos aires— 
home to 35 percent of  argentina’s population and 
producer of  46 percent of  its GdP—is governed 
by an overlapping set of  institutions that often 
have trouble coordinating. to simplify this inter-
jurisdictional governance, a public limited corpo-
ration, with shares divided equally between the 
national and city governments, was formed to 
manage the project. in 1989, the federal govern-
ment transferred ownership of  this sector of  the 
port to the new corporation, CaPM (Corporación 
Antiguo Puerto Madero). 
 after receiving the federal land transfer, the  
role of  CaPM was to develop the site plan, define 
a self-funded financial model, undertake the site 
improvements associated with the project, com-
mercialize the land, and supervise the develop-
ment process in accordance with the established 
time frames and guidelines of  the master plan.  
unlike similar ventures elsewhere in the world, 
which generally rely on substantial public financing 
or access to credit, CaPM by decree would receive 
no public resources besides the land transfer and 
would generate its own revenue to cover opera-
ting costs. the port redevelopment could not have  
happened otherwise, as the federal government 
was focused on fiscal recovery and job creation 
amidst a nationwide economic crisis.

context and chronology of the megaproject
as in most latin american cities, the displacement 
of  activities from buenos aires’s traditional down-
town had curtailed use of  the public transit system 
and led to the slow decline of  historical buildings, 
many of  which had lapsed into substandard  

housing. the proposed redevelopment of  Puerto 
Madero was part of  the city’s broader strategy to 
protect heritage, promote downtown development, 
stimulate the local economy, and contribute to  
the reversal of  these undesirable settlement  
patterns.
 development took place in four stages. during 
the first phase (1989–1992), CaPM sold the old 
docklands on the western end of  the port, initiating 
the redevelopment process and covering initial 
project costs. in 1991, the city and society of   
architects signed an agreement to facilitate the 
Puerto Madero national ideas Competition. 
in 1992, the three winning 
teams collaborated to create 
the draft urban Project for 
Puerto Madero. the redevel-
opment required a new sub-
division geometry that would 
allow for construction without 
requiring the demolition of  
valuable landmark structures. 
Many of  the historical port 
buildings, such as the ware-
houses, would be restored with 
new functions, thereby com-
bining valuable historic patrimony with new  
development. 
 during the second phase (1993–1995), the winners 
of  the ideas Competition were awarded the master 
plan contract. the original proposal called for the 
development of  1.5 million square meters of  floor 
area concentrated in a central location to help  
revive the downtown. with a 20-year horizon, the 

Once a center of decay  

that was hastening decline  

in the adjacent downtown, 

Puerto Madero is now a 

tourist icon and hub of  

progress.

harbor cranes  
are still an  
integral part of 
the cityscape.
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F e a t u r e   Puerto Madero

plan comprised commercial activities, cultural and 
recreational facilities, cafes, restaurants, amenities, 
professional studios, and medium-sized commercial 
activities (e.g. printing, packaging, and storage 
companies), which the 16 renovated former port 
warehouses could adequately accommodate.  
Provisions for green space, to compensate for an 
observed deficit in the extended city center, included 
a metropolitan central park, ecological reserve, 
and rehabilitated southern esplanade. Given the 
original assumption that office buildings would 
predominate, the number of  anticipated dwelling 
units was to be fewer than 3,000. (residential use 
experienced higher demand, however, leading  
to approximately 11,000 dwellings units today.)
 during the third phase (1996–2000), most  
of  the public works were built, and project expen-
ditures peaked along with land sales. throughout 
this phase, the cost per square meter of  construction 
did not vary significantly, oscillating from around 
$150 to $300 per square meter up to the end of  
the decade. (note: all prices are in u.s. dollars.) 
by this third phase, the investor profile had evolved 
from an initial pioneer group of  small and medium 
firms that faced high levels of  risk (1989–1993)  
to large firms that invested in proven products. by 
2001, there was little public land left to sell, and 
the public corporation had enough  liquid assets to 

complete the public works required by the project. 
 the fourth phase of  development includes  
two segments, from 2001 to 2003 and from 2004 
to today. initially, the project suffered from the  
economic, financial, and political turmoil asso- 
ciated with the 2001 fiscal crisis propelled by  
the government’s default on its external debt pay-
ments. throughout that period, CaPM faced  
high levels of  governmental uncertainty, and land 
sales stalled. after the 2003 presidential elections,  
however, the country resumed international  
negotiations, restructured its external debt,   
and significantly improved economic conditions.  
simultaneously, CaPM was able to resolve litigation 
on some parcels, which it then proceeded to sell, 
using the revenues to complete the public works  
on site.
 as the land in Puerto Madero became scarce, 
developers looked to the surrounding downtown 
areas as alternative investment locations. the scale 
and complexity of  the port redevelopment attracted 
investors with closer links to national and interna-
tional financial markets. Many developers chose  
to invest downtown instead of  in the suburbs. 
thus the project succeeded in redirecting market 
trends to align with urban policy priorities— 
a shift that would not have happened without  
state intervention.
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Project achievements
now the project is almost complete, with approxi-
mately 1.5 million square meters of  floor area as 
planned. From start to finish, project funds were 
derived entirely from land sales and concessions. 
 by 2011, CaPM had sold approximately 
$257.7 million worth of  property and invested   
$113 million in public works, with an overhead of  
about $92 million, including management fees and 
other operating expenses. land prices escalated 
from $150 in the early 1990s to $1,200 per square 
meter today, and the project has attracted consid-
erable private investment in addition to the state’s 
land transfer. 
 the project added four major bodies of   
water totaling 39 hectares and 28 hectares of  green 
space to the city’s parks system. it also facilitated 
the opening of  the ecological reserve and enabled  
renewed access to the southern esplanade, the 
Costanera sur, designed at the beginning of  the 
20th century by Jean-Claude nicolas Forestier, 
who designed Paseo de Prado in havana, Cuba. 
the adjacent downtown again serves as the  
undisputed reference point for public office and  
high-level administrative, financial, and com- 
mercial activity. 
 Puerto Madero spurred local economic growth, 
which has ultimately translated into higher tax  
revenues. as a state initiative, it triggered more 
than $2.5 billion of  private investment, with a 
present value exceeding $6 billion. although a  
full accounting is not available, revenues from  
corporate income taxes are estimated at $158  
million, and taxes paid by the public corporation 
are $19.86 million. the new property owners pay  
approximately $12.4 million per year in property 
taxes to the city government. once construction  
is complete, property tax revenues are expected  
to reach $24.3 million per year. 
 the project also stimulated job market growth. 
to date, private construction in Puerto Madero  
involved about $450 million in labor costs—the 
equivalent of  900,000 months of  work or 3,750 
jobs per year distributed over 20 years. the project 
investments in public works created  313 jobs per 
year for 20 years plus 26,777 administrative jobs as 
of  2006 and 45,281 services jobs by 2010. these 
figures demonstrate the vital role the project has 
played in stimulating the local economy.

diminished returns
despite the overall success of  Puerto Madero, its 
social outcomes are considered unsatisfactory by 
many observers. largely to blame was the fast sale 
of  big land parcels during the most dynamic sales 
period, from 1996 to 1999. 
some of  these parcels were 
the size of  an entire city block 
and are now occupied by tow-
ers that function in some ways 
like vertical gated communi-
ties. Furthermore, large, fully 
equipped firms were needed 
to perform the tremendous 
volume of  construction, which excluded smaller 
and medium-sized companies. thus, the morph-
ology of  large land parcels essentially defined the 
types of  businesses and products being offered  
as well as the social profile of  prospective buyers. 
 Moreover, the marketing strategy of  private 
developers colored the general project discourse, 
diluting socially inclusive public policy objectives 
in favor of  creating an exclusive neighborhood. 
wealthy citizens and high-end entrepreneurs  
covet Puerto Madero’s residential and commercial 
spaces. CaPM has difficulty protecting the public 
character of  even the district’s new open spaces, 
such as the ecological reserve, as affluent port dis-
trict residents strongly discourage entertainment 
and sport activities that would appeal to all porteños 
citywide. in this regard, CaPM limited itself  to  
articulating the interests of  private entrepreneurs 

From start to finish,  

project funds were derived  

entirely from land sales  

and concessions.

the ecological 
reserve affords 
views of the  
urban skyline.
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F e a t u r e   Puerto Madero

citywide, fulfilling two impor- 
tant public policy objectives.  
  outcomes would have im-
proved if  financial support from 
multilateral agency loans had 
been available, to better pace  
the rhythm of  sales and enable 
long-term decisions that would 
enhance the public benefit of  the 
project. Flexible bidding require-
ments on large plots in the sec-
ond half  of  the 1990s increased 
sales but ensured that the major-
ity of  the incremental land value 
from the last increase in real  
estate prices accrued to the large 
investors who commited early.  
   in 2011, CaPM transferred 
the maintenance of  all developed 
areas to the city and determined  
to complete the remaining public 
works by 2013. today, CaPM’s 

income and expenditure are balanced; income is 
limited to rents from the piers and the parking lots. 
Corporate assets include several properties (offices, 
lots) whose proceeds constitute the company profit 
and whose market value is estimated at $50 million. 
these profits could seed new capital ventures or  
be transferred to shareholders when they decide  
to dissolve CaPM. the soundness of  CaPM’s  
financial statements is verified, though the criticism 
it inspired during the development of  Puerto 
Madero may cost it access to new ventures from  
the government.
 the initial public investment in Puerto Madero 
was $120 million, including the land (originally 
assessed at $60 million) and a set of  intangible  
services such as project design, expertise, and con-
sulting. total land sales amounted to $257.7 million 
with a general cost (administration, taxes) of  around 
$92 million (excluding start-up costs, which did  
not involve monetary transactions), which leaves  
a modest rate of  return. although prices should 
have been promotional during the initial stage  
of  development, sale values could have increased 
over time, if  sales had been timed to take advan-
tage of  increased market prices. higher rates of  
return would have required higher average sales 
value, better paced land sales, and more modest 
public works commitments, such as infrastructure, 
public space, and parks. CaPM could have saved 

and current residents and ignored policies designed 
to benefit many inhabitants of  the city. affordable 
housing and other elements that would have  
ensured diversity in the residential demographics 
were not part of  CaPM’s mandate. several social 
programs with this objective were planned as part 
of  the broader downtown strategy, but they did 
not materialize, isolating Puerto Madero as an  
elite development area. 
 the project scale of  Puerto Madero, which 
would have been risky and unmanageable for  
private investors at the time, proves that the public 
sector can assume a leading role in developing the 
city. it also demonstrates, however, that socially 
progressive standards are difficult to maintain  
once a project becomes prestigious and rising land 
values increase the pressure from private developers. 
Puerto Madero’s ability to self-finance was a double-
edged sword. on the one hand, it enabled a state-
led development process without incurring govern-
ment costs. because the public corporation could 
defer the payment of  dividends to shareholders, it 
was able to capitalize on the proceeds of  land sales 
and reinvest in site works and public amenities.  
the open and accessible neighborhood, dotted  
with public infrastructure and open space, largely 
protected the public interest. Furthermore, the 
project stimulated economic activity and contrib-
uted to a more efficient overall development pattern  

bars and clubs  
in the renovated 
docks light up 
the port at night.
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considerably if  construction of  bridges and  
walkways had not extended beyond the project 
perimeter, under municipal jurisdiction. 
 the results of  the project would have differed 
greatly had the land been sold unimproved or had 
it landed in the hands of  private developers. in  
this regard, it is important to note that at the time 
of  project inception the risk was generally consid-
ered high, and the scale of  investment surpassed 
the capacity of  local private investors. similarly, 
international investors would have been unwilling 
to take on such a high level of  risk without major 
concessions on the part of  the government. Fur-
thermore, private developers were interested in  
promoting large projects with access restricted  
almost exclusively to owners. a number of  final 
project attributes, such as the public space contri-
butions and holistic character of  the development, 
were guaranteed by the control exercised by the 
government via the public corporation to ensure 
benefits for the community. 

conclusion
the original objectives of  the project—to stimu-
late economic activity, affirm the role of  the city 
center, contribute to the reversal of  undesirable 
development patterns, and improve living condi-
tions—have arguably been met. Puerto Madero 
created jobs, stimulated the local economy, and 
brought higher levels of  investment and complex-
ity downtown, contributing to its supremacy and 
leading to improvements in the surrounding area. 
it created high-quality open space, enhanced  
the metropolitan park system, and improved the 
overall development pattern in buenos aires. 
 however, the relaxation of  quality controls, 
wide scope of  the projects, and rapid pace of  land 
sales at certain times reduced potential project rev-
enues accruing to the public sector and reduced 
the initiative’s redistributive capacity. access to 
credit would have strengthened CaPM’s position 
and allowed the careful staging of  land sales and 
site improvements. it is encouraging that resi- 
dential occupancy has greatly exceeded original 
projections, consolidating a trend to repopulate  
the city center, though the project should have  
included a percentage of  affordable housing. 
 these results reveal the complexity of  under-
taking multiple initiatives to achieve a balanced 
social outcome. Puerto Madero fell short of    
incorporating a greater social mix, because other 

strategies for the downtown, including the rehab-
ilitation of  heritage buildings, were unrealized. 
Future urban project management initiatives 
should contemplate factors that would ensure  
the continuity of  policies. within this framework, 
it is important to encourage participation among  
the beneficiaries of  specific interventions, such as 
affordable housing, as their involve-
ment and commitment is the stron-
gest guarantor of  policy continuity.
 Finally, Puerto Madero indicates 
the state’s capacity to proactively lead 
the urban development process. in 
this case, the state stepped out of  a 
regulatory role and took charge of  a 
significant redevelopment initiative.
CaPM demonstrated a capacity to 
sustain a complex urban regeneration project  
over a long period of  time and stay afloat through 
a turbulent political climate and severe economic 
crisis. the creation of  the public corporation rep-
resents a  creative innovation in urban management, 
as it offers an example of  how to achieve project 
self-financing and interjurisdictional cooperation  
in urban governance. in this regard, the Puerto 
Madero experience serves as a convincing model 
for interjurisdictional urban management and  
reaffirms the positive role that the state can  
play in city planning initiatives.  
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Town-Gown Conservation 
at Kenyon College

Douglas L. Givens

I
t is no accident that Kenyon College, in  
Gambier, ohio, appears on so many lists of  
america’s most beautiful campuses. since 
bishop Philander Chase founded the college 
on a wooded hilltop in 1824, he envisioned  

a serene rural environment that would promote 
serious thought and good conduct. For 189 years, 
the college and those who have found their way  

to it have valued this setting. timeless rhythms in 
the landscape afford views that please the eye and 
nourish the spirit in every season, and students  
and faculty members use the rural acres adjacent 
to the campus for fieldwork in a variety of  disci-
plines ranging from sociology to biology and 
chemistry. long after graduation, alumni remem-
ber the campus, the surrounding fields and forests, 
and the twists and turns of  the Kokosing state 
scenic river. integral to the Kenyon experience,  
it is this environment that captures the interest of  
prospective students and their parents. More than 
beautiful natural assets, they represent the past, 
present, and future for Kenyon.

As farm auctions, land sales, pell-

mell subdivisions, and commercial 

developments accelerated, it be-

came clear that action was required. 

 in the 1820s, Chase originally purchased 4,000 
acres for the college and the village of  Gambier 
plus an additional 4,000 acres as an investment for 
a total of  $18,000. within five years of  its found-
ing, however, Kenyon began selling the investment 
acreage in response to financial difficulties. by  
the early 1970s, the college’s land holdings had 
dwindled to fewer than 750 acres. 
 by the final decade of  the 20th century, it was 
clear that the college could not take its charmed 
setting for granted. First, the owner of  a property 
on the Kokosing river and directly across from the 
entrance to Kenyon announced plans to establish 
a recreational-vehicle park. the college purchased 
the property for a substantial premium and soon 
thereafter bought an additional 225 acres in order 
to quash proposals for a business district along the 
state highway that leads to Gambier. Concurrently, 
growth and development were changing the land-
scape in broad swaths of  Knox County’s rural 

the spires of  
old Kenyon date 
to the college’s 
founding in 1824.
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countryside. as farm auctions, land sales, pell-mell 
subdivisions, and commercial developments accel-
erated, it became clear that action was required. 

Philander chase corporation to the rescue
in 1995, the college was in the early stage of  a five-
year capital campaign that included a $1 million 
goal for “land acquisition to preserve the surround-
ings [the college] so cherishes.” the first preserva-
tion gift came from an alumnus visiting one sunny 
spring weekend in 1997. after walking to a hilltop 
overlooking the Kokosing river valley, to see what 
Kenyon needed to protect, he wired $1 million to 
the college. by the end of  the campaign, in 2000, 
the college had raised more than $3 million—
three times the goal for open space preservation. 
 the campaign showed that alumni and other 
donors ranked land conservation high on their 
charitable giving list, and the protection of  land 
around the college would continue to enlist the 
loyalty and charity of  Kenyon alumni. at the same 
time, state and federal programs were beginning to 
provide meaningful funding for land conservation. 
because the college was ineligible to receive such 
assistance, the establishment of  a special entity was 
crucial. 
 in 2000, the school formed the Philander Chase 
Corporation (PCC) as a separately incorporated 
nonprofit entity with a simple mission: “to pre-
serve and maintain the farmland, open spaces,  
scenic views, and characteristic landscapes sur-
rounding Kenyon College and Gambier, ohio.” 
with its own 15-member board of  directors, PCC’s 
organizational structure is unique among land 
trusts. it is a membership 501(c)3 organization,  
and Kenyon College is the sole member under 
provisions of  ohio nonprofit law. even though  
the corporation is a separate entity operating  
under the direction of  its board, Kenyon College  
is the controlling organization and ratifies the  
election  of  the corporation’s directors. the presi-
dent of  Kenyon and chair of  PCC are ex officio 
members of  one another’s boards. 
 PCC also serves to prevent future boards from 
selling off  acreage and to improve town-gown rela-
tions. while interactions between Kenyon and the 
surrounding community were not a major problem, 
there was some friction; although PCC functioned 
under the college’s auspices, local residents gen- 
erally perceived it as a separate entity with a   
clean slate. 

aid from Local Partners
as suggested above, PCC was lucky to have been 
founded at an especially opportune time, when its 
concerns coincided and overlapped with similar 
initiatives taking shape in the state of  ohio and in 
Knox County, providing the framework and strate-
gies that would later help PCC carry out its work.
 in 1996, then-Governor George voinovich 
commissioned a bi-partisan ohio Farmland Pres-
ervation task Force consisting of  representatives 
from  government, business, academia, and agri-
cultural interests. in June 1997, the task force  
reported that in the previous 45 years, more than 
seven million acres (33 percent of  ohio farmland) 
had been lost to nonagricultural uses. two specific 
recommendations set the stage for broader conser-
vation efforts: the creation of  an office of  Farmland 
Preservation within the ohio department of   

the story of Kenyon College’s protection of the farms and fields 

near its campus is an exemplary case of an academic institution 

catalyzing large landscape conservation. As such, it is one of 

more than a dozen narratives being compiled by the Lincoln  

Institute in a forthcoming book, Conservation Catalysts, edited by 

Lincoln Institute fellow James Levitt. He reports that “the volume 

will give us a picture of the practice of universities, colleges, and 

independent research organizations around the globe that are  

going beyond their research and teaching missions and applying 

land conservation expertise, in many cases quite literally, ‘on  

the ground.’”  

 What is remarkable about these cases is not only their impact, 

but also the span of organizational and geographic diversity they 

represent. Academic and research organizations are catalyzing 

these initiatives well beyond Kenyon’s base in Gambier, Ohio, to 

places as widespread as Australia, the Caribbean islands of Trinidad 

and Tobago, and the Canadian boreal forest. The initiatives often 

encompass a broad range of interests representing the public, 

private, nonprofit, and academic/research sectors and involve a 

wide variety of disciplines in the natural sciences, social sciences, 

professional studies, and the humanities. The study and sharing 

of best practices in large landscape conservation is the focus of 

two ongoing efforts of the Lincoln Institute and its joint venture 

partners, the Practitioner’s Network for Large Landscape Conser-

vation (www.largelandscapenetwork.org) and the Conservation  

Catalysts Network (www.conservationcatalysts.net).

b o x  1

conservation catalysts
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agriculture and a policy statement declaring  
the state’s commitment to protect its productive 
agricultural land from irretrievable conversion  
to nonagricultural uses. 
 the state also announced a $10,000 Commu-
nity development block Grant program to support 
local “farmland preservation” plans, which led to 

the formation of  the Knox 
County Farmland Preservation 
task Force in 1998. i served on 
the local task force, charged with 
“evaluating the state of  agricul-
tural production in the county, 
exploring alternatives to un-
planned development, and  
making recommendations for  
the preservation of  the farm-
lands in Knox County.”

 in 2000, state voters approved the Clean  
ohio Fund, a $400 million bond program to pre-
serve natural areas and farmland, protect streams, 
create outdoor recreational opportunities, and  
revitalize urban areas by returning contaminated 
brownfields to productive use. the fund (renewed 
by voters in 2008) dedicated $25 million, to be 
spent over a four-year period, to the ohio agri-
cultural easement Purchase Program adminis- 
tered through the ohio department of   
agriculture. 

 another key county-level development at  
that time was the establishment of  the owl Creek  
Conservancy. a nonprofit private land trust, the 
conservancy works with landowners to conserve 
farmlands, stream corridors, aquifer- and watershed-
protection areas, wildlife habitats, woodlands, and 
other ecologically sensitive areas of  central ohio 
including Knox County. 
 From the beginning, PCC determined that 
good working partnerships would be essential for 
success, and so it forged ties with policy makers  
at the village, township, county, and state levels. 
From the Knox County Commissioners to the  
regional Planning Commission to the soil and 
water Conservation district, PCC established  
and continued to nurture productive relationships.  
it was also critical that, as the managing director 
of  PCC, i was an active participant in many of  
these organizations.  

Pcc’s Preservation strategies
amid this dynamic environment, PCC began  
its operations. before its establishment, there were 
reports and numerous recommendations at the 
local level, but PCC was an early catalyst for county-
wide action. in keeping with PCC’s philosophy  
of  helping others, the newly established ohio  
agricultural easement Purchase Program provided 
the perfect opportunity for PCC to engage with 

the briggs  
family donated  
its farmland  
as open space 
through the  
ohio agricultural  
easement donation  
Program in 2003.
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the local farming community to help them protect 
their land from adverse development.
 under the ohio agriculture easement Purchase 
Program, landowners could not directly apply for 
easements; a county, township, municipality, or land 
trust had to apply on their behalf. shortly after the 
guidelines were published in 2001, two local farmers 
asked PCC to act as their local sponsor. the state 
rewarded applicants who formed larger blocks with 
nearby properties, so the farmers recruited their 
neighbors and rallied many of  them to attend work-
shops hosted by PCC with help from the office of  
Farmland Preservation. in the program’s first year, 
PCC was the third largest source of  applications 
statewide. only 24 applications were funded;  
PCC received one of  the coveted easements. 
 the following year, PCC ingeniously helped 
raise local farmers’ scores on the essay portion of  
the application. PCC’s applicants scored highly on 
the objective questions, but most scored lower than 
other applicants statewide on the five essays. so  
i asked the chair of  Kenyon’s english department, 
renowned as one of  the nation’s best, to enlist about 
20 students to assist farmers in writing their essays. 
students met with the farmers in their homes, in-
terviewed them, and helped them craft compelling 
essays. the effort was a rousing success. the farm-
ers enjoyed getting to know Kenyon students, the 
students loved visiting the farms and talking with 

the farmers, and in following years their applica-
tions earned top essay scores. 
 Permanently protected property in close prox-
imity to an applicant’s farm garnered additional 
points, so PCC secured a conservation easement 
from the college on the 380-acre brown Family 
environmental Center. in a similar 
manner, PCC asked the owl Creek 
Conservancy to apply for Clean ohio 
Funds to purchase an easement on 
PCC-owned land. the result was a 
threefold win: PCC received cash for 
selling the easement and continued to 
own the land, the owl Creek Conser-
vancy held the easement, and agricul-
tural  easement applicants received 
additional points. 
 PCC boosted local applicants’ 
scores by increasing its local match of  
state subsidies as well. ohio funds only 
75 percent of  an easement’s total value; the re-
maining 25 percent must come from the landowner 
or another source. if  applicants volunteer to pay 
more than 25 percent, lowering the state’s obliga-
tion, the state awards “bonus” points to the appli-
cant. by using its own money and persuading the 
Knox County Commissioners to contribute nearly 
$300,000 to support the program, PCC ensured 
more successful applications. 

Students met with the 

farmers, interviewed 

them, and helped 

them craft compelling 

essays. in following 

years, they earned  

top essay scores. 

the mcPhail 
property in  
Knox county is  
protected in  
perpetuity  
as an ohio  
century farm.
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 over the years, PCC also raised the scores of  
applicants whose property qualified for the ohio 
department of  agriculture’s Century Farm desig-
nation, honoring families who demonstrated con-
tinuous family ownership for at least 100 years. 
Century Farms received extra points, and, with 
encouragement and guidance from PCC, five  
of  Knox County’s 18 Century Farms successfully 
applied for easements and conserved their land. 
 while helping local farmers protect their prop-
erties, PCC helped create a county park at the 
same time. using money generated by the college’s 
fundraising campaign and subsequent gifts, three 

f i g u r e  1

expansion of conservation Land, Knox county, ohio 
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2013
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PCC is eminently replicable  

at any educational institution  

in the country.

properties totaling 202 acres were purchased and 
then resold subject to deed restrictions. one of  
these properties, the 168-acre Prescott farm be-
tween Gambier and Mount vernon, was especially 
important to Kenyon as the source of  wolf  run 
Creek, which flows into the Kokosing river and 
through the brown Family environmental Center. 
a development company from Pennsylvania had 
already purchased land across the road from the 
Prescott farm and planned to build 225 homes 
there. before the developer could purchase the 
farm as well, PCC bought it for $626,000. 
 a year later, PCC agreed to resell the farm to 
the Knox County Park district only if  the district 
obtained state subsidies to acquire the property and 
establish Knox County’s first park. because state 
funding required matching grants—money the  
district did not have—PCC helped persuade the 
Mount vernon Community Foundation and the 
County Commissioners to donate land they owned 
adjacent to the farm to satisfy the matching fund 
requirement. the plan worked. the park district 
got the funding and purchased the property from 
PCC, Knox County had a new 288-acre wolf   
run regional Park, and the source of  wolf  run 
was protected from development.  
 while some successes happened without fund-
ing, many of  the accomplishments directly resulted 
from the availability of  money. in addition to dona-
tions from alumni and friends during two college 
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campaigns, PCC secured additional funding from 
state, federal, and county sources in excess of   
$2.1 million. the original notion that alumni and 
other donors might be interested in “preserving 
the nature of  the Kenyon experience” proved to 
be correct again.

colleges and universities as  
conservation catalysts
PCC, as it has developed, is a model with the  
legal structure and tools needed to be an effective 
conservation catalyst. by 2013, PCC had outright 
purchased 230 acres that it manages and leases to 
farmers, facilitated the creation of  35 easements 
encompassing 4,216 acres, and, with the owl 
Creek Conservancy, protected a total of  6,746 
acres in Knox County. of  the county’s 339,000 
total acres, those remaining 164,666 unprotected 
acres provide a tremendous opportunity for the 
local land conservation community. 
 while large landscape conservation is taking 
place nationally and internationally, local conser-
vation activities have a valuable role to play and  
a great deal to contribute to grander-scale activity. 
according to the land trust alliance 2010 Cen-
sus, the 1,723 active land trusts operating in the 
united states had collectively conserved 47 million 
acres. there are 7,500 post-secondary educational 
institutions in the united states. if  only 10 percent 
of  these institutions engaged in land conservation 
using a model similar to PCC’s, it could be a  
major step forward in the conservation movement. 
 each institution where the PCC model might 
be adopted would have its own unique environment. 
nevertheless, the model is widely applicable;  
every element that led to the formation of  PCC  
is eminently replicable at any educational institu-
tion in the country. 
 the Philander Chase Corporation began at  
a time when there was growing concern about the 
deal-by-deal erosion of  the rural landscape. the 
goal was local: it related to Kenyon College and  
its environs. but PCC’s experience and aims were 
soon shared by overlapping and allied agencies  
in Knox County and beyond, leading to and sug-
gesting larger possibilities. this experience dem-
onstrates that what happened here can happen 
elsewhere. 

jegla farm in Knox county 
was permanently protected 
by an easement in 2007.
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The Road to Recovery
GoverninG Post-Disaster reconstruction 

Laurie A. Johnson and Robert B. Olshansky

I
magine for a moment that you are a poli- 
tical leader—a prime minister, president, or  
governor—and you awake to the news that 
natural disaster has struck. Citizens died, 

buildings collapsed, infrastructure is hobbled, and 
local leaders desperately need additional resources 
and support. 
 you respond immediately, sending personnel 
and equipment to the disaster zone and pledging 
additional assistance to local leaders. your country, 
like many around the world, has institutionalized  
a scalable, tiered response system with regional, 
state, and national levels of  government engaging 
as disaster-related demands exceed local capaci-
ties to respond. yet within days, even hours— 
before all the casualties are treated and citizens  
are accounted for, and before the streets have  
been cleared of  rubble and basic services have 

been restored—other leaders and the media are 
demanding answers to questions you haven’t had 
time to consider: how much money will be pledged 
to the rebuilding? what standards will guide it? 
will all landowners be permitted to rebuild?   
who will lead the process? is a new institution  
or governance structure needed to cut through 
bureaucratic red tape and expedite the rebuilding? 
 this article summarizes ongoing research into 
the roles of  various government levels in successful 
disaster recovery and rebuilding (table 1). it repre-
sents the synthesis of  two decades of  recovery re-
search and planning practice following some of  
the largest disasters of  our time in the united 
states, Japan, China, taiwan, indonesia, india, 
new Zealand, australia, Chile, and elsewhere.  
its purpose is to find common lessons in these dis-
parate environments and help facilitate recovery 
for communities struck by disasters yet to come. 

© iStockphoto.com

the 2011  
earthquake in 
new Zealand  
sundered  
this road in 
christchurch.
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GoverninG Post-Disaster reconstruction 

ta b L e  1

recovery management experiences around the World

australia

Victoria Bushfire  
Recovery and  
Reconstruction  
Authority

•	 Formed after February 2009 bushfires; disbanded in June 2011 and transferred operations to  
government departments, local councils, and nonprofit groups.

•	State-level department formed through a national-state agreement.
•	Had broad authority and responsibility for leading and coordinating recovery and reconstruction  

including state- and community-level planning and actual rebuilding.

Queensland  
Reconstruction  
Authority

•	Established in February 2011 following 2010–2011 flooding in Queensland; still exists.
•	State-level statutory authority established by the state parliament.
•	Has broad authorities to decide recovery priorities, work closely with communities, collect information  

about property and infrastructure, share data with all government levels, coordinate and distribute  
financial assistance, realize the board’s strategic priorities, and facilitate flood mitigation.

chile

Ministry of Housing 
and Urban  
Development  
(MINVU- Ministerio de 
Vivienda y Urbanismo) 

•	 Formed after Chile’s 2010 earthquake and tsunami.
•	Main national agency in charge of reconstruction and development of national reconstruction plan. 
•	 Interministerial Committee established by Chile’s president; includes representatives of MINVU and  

all other national ministries involved in recovery and reconstruction; coordinates national budget and  
finance, integrates the work of ministries involved in reconstruction, and coordinates and monitors  
the implementation of complex projects over time.

china

General Headquarters 
for Earthquake Relief

•	 Formed following the 2008 Wenchuan Earthquake.
•	Established within China’s State Council (Chinese cabinet), with the premier as nominal director.

india

Gujarat State  
Disaster Management 
Authority (GSDMA)

•	 Formed after 2001 earthquake; still exists.
•	 Formed administratively as state implementing agency; subsequently formalized through legislation in 2003.
•	Cabinet-level agency with chief minister as chair.
•	Has broad powers to manage public recovery funds (provided by government of India, Gujarat, and  

international donors), set policy, issue recovery guidelines, and to plan, coordinate, and monitor recovery.

Abhiyan •	Established after 2001 Gujarat earthquake; still exists.
•	A network of 30 NGOs facilitates among NGOs, communities, and government. 
•	 Formally endorsed and supported by government.

Project  
Management  
Unit

•	Created after 1993 earthquake in Maharashtra state. 
•	 Implemented policies of a cabinet-level recovery policy subcommittee.
•	 Focused on implementing community reconstruction projects, with authority to supervise other  

state agencies and hire consultants. 

indonesia

Rehabilitation  
and Reconstruction 
Agency—BRR

•	 Formed after 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, with a 4-year life.
•	Operated under the authority of the president.
•	Had considerable latitude to coordinate, monitor, and implement recovery; took over housing  

reconstruction when other agencies failed to deliver.
•	Built capacity of Aceh government following 30 years of armed conflict.

Coordination Team  
for Rehabilitation and 
Reconstruction—TTN

•	Established by presidential decree after 2006 earthquake in provinces of yogyakarta and Central Java.
•	Coordination team of national and provincial representatives. 
•	 Improved coordination and communication between central and local governments. 

japan

National  
Reconstruction  
Agency

•	 Formed after the March 11, 2011 earthquake and tsunami; still exists.
•	National agency directly responsible to prime minister.
•	Sets guidelines for local planning, approves local recovery plans, and coordinates work of national  

ministries as they implement reconstruction. 

new Zealand

Canterbury  
Earthquake Recovery 
Authority

•	 Formed following 2011 earthquake in Christchurch; expires April 2016.
•	National agency reporting to special cabinet-level minister appointed for Canterbury Earthquake Recovery.
•	Broad authority to lead recovery policy and planning and to manage critical recovery and rebuilding  

functions for national and local governments.

C O N T I N U E D
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recovery management around the World
Governments tasked with post-disaster reconstruc-
tion face an extraordinary set of  management chal-
lenges. the first is the compression of  activities in 
time, focused in space, as cities built over the course 
of  decades if  not centuries are destroyed or damaged 
suddenly and must be rebuilt in a fraction of  the time 
it took to construct them. From this tension develops 
a second challenge: a keen tension between speed 
and deliberation, as the various recovery actors  
in stricken communities move with urgency while 
aiming to make thoughtful and deliberate decisions, 
to ensure optimal long-term recovery. From both 
these phenomena a third challenge arises: the need 
for immediate access to a deep wealth of  money 
and information—the two currencies of  the   
post-disaster recovery environment. 
 to meet these demands, governments in every 
country after every large disaster create new relief  
agencies or significantly rearrange existing organi-
zations. the most common reason for these post- 
disaster governance transformations is lack of   
capacity. Governments still need to attend to their  
normal daily affairs while they coordinate the  
reconstruction or reinvention of  impacted commu-
nities, so they appoint an entity that can focus  
daily attention on rebuilding while coordinating 
the recovery-related activities of  multiple government 
agencies. Commonly designed to serve a variety  
of  purposes and governmental settings, these recov-
ery agencies provide a range of  substantive functions as 

they rebuild infrastructure, housing, and economic 
activity. they differ depending on the type and 
scale of  coordination they provide; the scope of  
their authority, especially regarding the flow  of  
money and information; and the level of  govern-
ment they serve—at either the national, state,  
or intergovernmental level. 
 national governments handle very large dis- 
asters at the top political tier, mobilizing financial 
resources from national reserves or international 
aid and providing capacity support to lower levels 
of  government in the disaster-stricken locality. 
when large disasters transcend state or provincial 
boundaries, national governments also assume  
active roles in developing recovery policies, and 
they create recovery organizations to assist them. 
examples include Japan’s national reconstruc-
tion agency, established after the 2011 earthquake 
and tsunami; new Zealand’s Canterbury earth-
quake recovery authority, created after the 2010 
and 2011 earthquake sequence in Christchurch; 
and China’s General headquarters for earth-
quake relief  following the 2008 disaster in   
wenchuan. each of  these international bodies 
hewed to the national administrative leadership,  
derived authority from the top rung of  govern-
ment, and articulated policies approved by the 
reigning administration.
 similarly, state-level recovery agencies are  
usually created in direct response to disasters that 
affect a region or other subnational jurisdiction. 

ta b L e  1

recovery management experiences around the World ( C O N T IN UED )

taiwan

921 Post-Earthquake 
Recovery Commission

•	 Formed after 1999 earthquake in central Taiwan. 
•	 Temporary national organization formalized by presidential decree; dissolved in 2006.
•	Central government agency led by three ministers of state; included representatives from various  

national departments. 
•	Responsible for all post-earthquake recovery activities.

Morakot Post-Disaster 
Reconstruction  
Council

•	 Formed after 2009 typhoon in southern Taiwan.
•	Central government agency modeled after the 9-21 Post-Earthquake Recovery Commission.
•	Responsible for all relief activities and reconstruction.

united states

Lower Manhattan  
Development  
Corporation

•	 Formed after the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks; still in operation.
•	 Joint state-city corporation governed by 16-member board of directors (half appointed by New york  

governor and half by New york City mayor).
•	 Lead planning agency for reconstruction of Lower Manhattan; responsible for distribution of federal  

rebuilding funds.

Louisiana Recovery 
Authority

•	 Formed after 2005 Hurricane Katrina; expanded focus following 2005 Hurricane Rita; disbanded in 2010.
•	State agency set planning policy for recovery, made recovery policy recommendations to the governor and 

state legislature, and provided oversight of state agency recovery activities. 
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the authorities and legalities of  these entities  
are more limited by their authorizing body’s  
secondary, subnational position in government. 
examples include the Gujarat state’s disaster 
Management authority (GsdMa), created after 
the 2001 earthquake in western india; louisi- 
ana’s recovery authority, founded after hurricane  
Katrina in 2005; victoria state’s bushfire recon-
struction and recovery authority (vbrra),  
established after the 2009 australian bushfires;  
and Queensland state’s reconstruction authority, 
founded after the  summer 2010–2011 floods in 
australia. 
 a third class of  organizations are designed  
to operate between levels of  government, such as  
the lower Manhattan development Corporation, 
created as a state and city partnership for recovery 
planning and funding following the september 11, 
2001, terrorist attacks in new york City. another 
example, the rehabilitation and reconstruction 
agency (brr) created in aceh, indonesia, fol- 
lowing the 2004 tsunami, consisted of  three inde-
pendent agencies whose membership came from  
a wide range of  local and national stakeholders. 
likewise, the indonesian government’s Coordina-
tion team for rehabilitation and reconstruction 
(ttn), following the 2006 earthquake in yogya-
karta and Central Java, was designed to provide  
a bridge between national agencies and local  
agencies, and it also monitored and investigated 
local implementation issues. 
 in some cases, governments choose to modify 
or adapt existing institutions and procedures to 
help manage recovery. For example, Chile estab-
lished a national interministerial task force after 
the 2010 earthquake and tsunami, but the existing 
Ministry of  housing and urban development 
took on expanded roles and responsibilities and 
managed the national planning and implemen- 
tation efforts. 

the mastery of money, information,  
collaboration, and time
Considering these factors, common to all post- 
disaster recovery settings, our research demonstrates 
that the key to governing large-scale crises effec-
tively is the mastery of  money, information, collab-
oration, and time. For this article, we offer here 
some best practice examples and lessons learned 
from our various country-organization studies.
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1. Managing Money: Sourcing and  
distributing recovery funding efficiently, 
effectively, and equitably. 
when large amounts of  public funds are involved 
in a disaster cleanup, the true power over the  
recovery resides with the level of  government that 
controls the flow of  money and how it is acquired, 
allocated, disbursed, and audited. sometimes, the 
recovery organization assumes all or some of  these 
powers, and sometimes all funding authority con-
tinues to reside where it did before the disaster,  
in the same legislative and administrative branches. 
important functions in the post-disaster environment 
include setting policies and priorities for allocating 
large sums of  recovery funding and establishing 
accounting systems that allow for timely disbursal 
of  critical financing while also providing trans-
parency and minimizing corruption.
 some organizations, such as india’s state-level 
GsdMa, are established specifically to collect all 
the recovery funds in one place and then allocate 
and disburse them. some, such as one of  the three 
legs of  indonesia’s intergovernmental brr, are 
created to independently audit and monitor the 
expenditures of  recovery implementation organi-
zations. in contrast, the state-level louisiana  
recovery authority recommended funding priori-
ties to the state and provided oversight as needed, 
but it had no direct control over recovery funds. 
Japan’s national reconstruction agency received 
national funding and allocates that money to the 
relevant national ministries and local governments. 

2. Increasing Information Flows:  
Effectively gathering, integrating, and 
disseminating information to enhance 
decision making and actions by all  
recovery actors. 
a critical demand is to accelerate and broaden  
the flows of  information among recovery actors 
about the dynamics of  reconstruction actions and 
emergent opportunities. this challenge includes 
the planning and public engagement processes that 
provide information to citizens and institutions 
involved in the recovery, facilitate communication 
and innovations among recovery actors, and con-
vey citizen concerns to government agencies and 
nGos in a timely manner. it also includes provid-
ing information between both governmental and 
nongovernmental organizations and establishing 
forums to facilitate coordination. 

 in victoria, australia, after the 2009 bushfires, 
national and state leaders worked with affected 
communities to form more than 30 local recovery 
committees, which were then charged with devel-
oping a community recovery plan that identified 
local priorities and projects. these committees 
were used by state and national governments as focal 
points for local funding distribution and by local 
communities to raise additional funds and establish 
local policy guidance for rebuilding. in yogyakarta, 
Java, after the 2006 earthquake, ttn kept a  
variety of  local and national agencies mutually 
informed of  each other’s activities—which, in 
turn, helped to provide early alerts to officials  
regarding potential problems. 
 a critical function appropriately provided by  
a government-supported agency is the acquisition, 
synthesis, and distribution of  basic information  
on damage, reconstruction activities, population, 
social and economic issues, and various recovery 
indicators. such agencies issue regular progress 
reports and monitor recovery indicators, as both 
Japan’s national reconstruction agency and  
new Zealand’s Canterbury earthquake recovery 
authority have done, using a variety of  communi-
cation mechanisms, including website postings, 
press releases, newsletters, and forums. Frequent 
information from credible sources can help to  
ensure that all actors understand the current  
recovery environment, and it can also help reduce 
the spread of  rumors and misinformation. 

3. Supporting Collaboration: Building 
sustainable capacity and capability for 
long-term recovery through genuine collab-
oration and coordination, both horizontally 
among local groups and vertically  
among different levels of  government. 
vertically organized, hierarchical agencies—with 
clear organizational charts and streamlined chan-
nels of  communication—are usually not well suited 
to manage disaster recovery, because the lack of  
“connecting flow” across vertical hierarchies limits 
collaboration as well as the flow of  new and updated 
information among organizations. u.s. national 
agencies involved in recovery, for example, are 
more adept at administering individual programs 
than they are at solving complex problems that  
cut across governmental institutional boundaries. 
 by contrast, horizontally organized agencies 
can promote interagency coordination and infor-
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mation sharing, allowing individual groups to adapt 
to new contexts and information while remaining 
responsible to their parent organization. if  multiple 
states or local jurisdictions are involved, coopera-
tion among multiple jurisdictions is essential. tech-
nical assistance and capacity building for the key 
recovery actors is also important for building local 
capabilities to sustain long-term recovery.
 after hurricane Katrina in 2005, Governor 
Kathleen blanco appointed the members of  the 
louisiana recovery authority, so it was technically 
an extension of  the state-level administration.  
but the legislature eventually formalized it. as  
an intentionally bipartisan body, it operated inde-
pendently as it interacted with both u.s. national 
officials and local governments, made policy rec-
ommendations, and provided oversight of  state 
agency recovery activities. even though its power 
was limited to making policy recommendations, it 
was able to exert considerable influence at multiple 
levels in a very politically contentious atmosphere. 
it also collaborated with u.s. national agencies to 
set standards for long-term community recovery 
planning and helped match technical assistance 
and provide other planning resources at regional, 
local, and neighborhood scales.
 because they carried the authority of  state lead-
ers, india’s GsMda and Queensland australia’s 
reconstruction authority were able to successfully 
coordinate the activities of  other state agencies. 
similarly, Chile’s Minvu and taiwan’s national 
recovery agencies have had the centralized author-
ity to coordinate activities of  other national agencies. 
abhiyan, an nGo officially endorsed by the  
Gujarat government in india but without any de-
fined governmental authority, also played a crucial 
role in coordinating the work of  hundreds of  nGos 
and in establishing a network of  local subcenters 
to provide information and technical support.
 the hierarchical recovery process after the 
2008 wenchuan earthquake in China succeeded 
in quickly reconstructing buildings, but it left little 
room for local innovation, as it lacked genuine local 
capacity building and involvement in decision 
making. because local conditions were not always 
considered, economic recovery appears to be uneven. 
 likewise, in many tsunami-affected communi-
ties in the tohoku region of  Japan, recovery has 
stalled because the hierarchical system established 
under the national government and the national 
recovery agency leaves insufficient room for local 
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innovation. Furthermore, within the complex and 
powerful Japanese ministry system, the national 
reconstruction agency lacks power to compel  
actions by other ministries.
 increasingly, research shows that if  residents  
are partners in reconstruction planning, they are 
tolerant of  delays, and they are more satisfied with 
the results. still, even the best examples of  decen-
tralized processes involve an agency at the top  
establishing the framework and rules. this trend 
strongly suggests that governments should resist 
the urge to manage the details of  reconstruction 
and act less as managers and more as coordinators 
and facilitators of  the process.

4. Balancing Time Constraints: Effectively 
meeting the immediate and pressing local 
needs of  recovery while also successfully 
capitalizing on opportunities for long-
term betterment.
Governments face a balancing act as they confront 
the tensions between speed and deliberation, and 
between restoration and betterment. the most  
fundamental way to address these challenges is  
to increase information flows, as described above. 
but recovery agencies have found several other 
specific ways to attain both speed and improvement.
 to hasten reconstruction, there are often oppor-
tunities to streamline normal bureaucratic processes 
of  decision making, especially regarding construc-
tion permits, without compromising quality. because 
such processes often involve multiple agencies, a 
recovery agency can be helpful to the extent that  
it can facilitate or compel line agencies to coop- 
erate more effectively. 
 new Zealand’s parliament conferred upon the 
Canterbury earthquake recovery authority and 
its minister a wide range of  unilateral powers that 
would enable the timely and coordinated recovery 
of  greater Christchurch. Parliament continued the  
emergency authorities granted under previous leg-
islation and extended the expiration date of  those 
authorities where appropriate; permitted the min-
ister to acquire land compulsorily; and allowed the 
suspension of  any part or all of  the national land 
use, local government, and transport management,  
plans or policies developed under various acts.  
it directed Cera to prepare a draft recovery  
strategy within nine months of  its authorization. 
similarly, it issued the Christchurch city council  
a nine-month deadline to draft a recovery plan  
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for the city’s damaged central business district.
 Most recovery agencies include disaster risk  
reduction in their reconstruction policies. a common 
recovery slogan is “build back better.” the slogan 
of  the louisiana recovery authority was “safer, 
stronger, smarter.” the easiest form of  post-disaster 
betterment is to adopt disaster-resistant building 
standards. the incorporation of  new structural 
standards need not slow down the rebuilding pro-
cess, but land use improvements such as relocating 
neighborhoods or entire communities can require 
considerable time for planning and land acquisition. 
these projects involve difficult tradeoffs between 
speed, design quality, and public involvement. new 
Zealand is undertaking a major buyout of  neigh-
borhoods that sustained heavy damage in the 
2010–2011 earthquakes and remain vulnerable to 
damage from future tremors. Japan is encouraging 
relocation of  coastal communities from tsunami 
hazard areas, and some of  these will likely take  
up to ten years to complete. 
 one way to manage these goals simultaneously 
is to support participatory planning processes to 
create long-term betterment while also trying to 
meet immediate needs. in many cases, profes- 
sional planners worked with neighborhoods—in 
Japan, Chile, new orleans, and bhuj, india, for 
example—but each project also involved difficult 
compromises in order to meet time constraints. 
victoria and Queensland’s creation of  local  
recovery planning committees, however, are great 
examples of  state and national support systems 
that helped build local capacity to carry forward 
the rebuilding processes over time. 

next steps in our research
Governments know that their task is to manage 
information and money flows among many actors 
in a compressed time. up to this point, we have 
identified many examples of  how to accomplish 
this. but, even better, we would like to be able to 
create menus of  organizational and process choices, 
based on combinations of  disaster magnitude and 
scope and economic, political, environmental,  
and governmental contexts.  
 we also have several remaining questions: why 
do many of  the same institutional problems con-
tinue to appear from one disaster to the next, and 
is there a way to avoid repeating some of  them? 
what are the effective outcomes—negative and 
positive—of  these institutional arrangements that 

may inform future leaders facing similar recon-
struction challenges? what specific kinds of  tech-
nical assistance and capacity building should inter-
national donors and national governments focus 
on providing for local governmental and non-gov-
ernmental organizations, so they can do their jobs 
better during the recovery process? in large-scale 
disasters, how do the tiered goals of  a recovery (i.e. 
rebuilding households, neighborhoods, cities, re-
gions, nations) relate to each other, in terms of  
consistency, efficiency, and effectiveness? and what 
happens when these disaster-related organizations 
cease to exist? is the local capacity and capability 
in place for long-term community sustainability? 
by studying varied national and organizational 
experiences, we can better understand how the 
time compression phenomenon of  post-disaster 
recovery affects other theoretical constructs guid-
ing public policy and city management; planning, 
land development and growth management; and 
fiscal and capital management. 
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Land Lines: Why is the study of  China’s political economy and its transition so  
important to the country’s future?
tao ran: after enjoying nearly double-digit growth in the past three decades, 
China has become the shining star of  the 21st-century global economy. People 
marvel at its successful transformation from a third-world country into the 
world’s largest manufacturing base and second largest economy—an evolution 
that lifted 450 million people out of  poverty. as China grows, however, it faces 
widening income inequality, serious corruption and pollution, and social injus-
tice that has left hundreds of  millions of  temporary migrants without access  
to decent urban public services and tens of  millions of  undercompensated,  
dispossessed farmers transitioning into industrialized urban economies. 
 My research explores the institutional sources of  China’s fast growth in the 
past decades as well as the implications, positive and negative, of  China as an 
alternative model for the developing world—as an effective, growth-oriented 
autocracy with heavy investments in infrastructure and industries, massive  
exports of  manufacturing goods, and selective government intervention and 
industrial policies. i believe it’s essential to predict what will happen to China  
in the near future, because it will have important implications for the whole 
developing world. 

Land Lines: Why do you think it is important to study land and household registration? 
What do these studies say about the current state of  China’s socioeconomic structure? 
tao ran: China is in the midst of  an urban revolution, sustaining a massive 
volume of  rural-to-urban migration every year in the last three decades. about 
200 million rural migrants are working and living in Chinese cities. yet, under 
the persistent hukou (household registration) system, a majority of  migrants 
with hukou registration in their homelands exist as “outsiders” or “temporary 
population” in their new cities of  residence. they are denied access to welfare 
benefits, subsidized public housing, and urban public schools. 
 their difficulties are compounded by highly distorted land use patterns. 
typically, when countries urbanize, less than 20 percent of  newly utilized land  
supports manufacturing, leaving a majority of  that territory to accommodate 
migrant housing. under the current Chinese land requisition-leasing system, 
local governments lease around 40 percent of  newly utilized land to build  
industrial parks, leaving only 30 to 40 percent of  the area every year for  
residential purposes.  
 China’s current land use and household registration systems help to generate 
several dual socioeconomic structures as well. besides the widely acknowledged 
urban-rural dichotomy, there is also a dual structure of  urban permanent  
residents versus migrants. another duality separates homeowners from urban  
rentees who lag far behind in terms of  wealth accumulation. as 90 percent of  
homeowners are permanent residents, and 95 percent of  renters are migrants, 
these dual structures lead to a highly divided society.

Land Lines: What land use challenges will China face in the coming decade? 
tao ran: Many cities have constructed industrial parks, or “garden-style fac- 
tories,” that make very inefficient use of  land. industrial companies lease land 
at an extremely low price and use only a part of  it, leaving other areas undevel-
oped or allocated for large-scale greenification projects. local governments  
undersupply residential and commercial land in order to maximize profits, lead-
ing to undersupplied commercial/residential land markets, followed by serious  
bubbles in the real estate sector. the rapid rise in urban housing prices and the 
formation of  a real estate bubble over the past decade has made it impossible 
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for the vast majority of  rural migrant 
populations to afford commodity housing 
in cities. in fact, even new labor force  
entrants with university degrees find that 
today’s housing prices are far higher than 
they can afford. Clearly, housing afford-
ability has become the main challenge  
to China today. 
 the aftermath of  the 2008 world  
financial crisis had a huge impact on  
China. the fiscal and financial stimulus 
package implemented by the central   
government mainly benefitted local   
governments, which have continued   
to invest in even more industrial parks. 
Consequently, the Chinese economy has 
experienced more overcapacity in indus-
trial infrastructure and manufacturing 
goods as well as more serious housing 
bubbles across all tiers of  cities. this  
path is all the more unsustainable con- 
sidering that China already suffered from 
overcapacity in manufacturing and real 
estate bubbles before 2008. Given the 
moral hazards of  borrowing from state-
owned banks and the fiscal illusion that 

the housing bubble will continue, local 
government debts have reached an un-
precedented level of  10 trillion rMb, 
half  of  which was accumulated after 
2009.  if  there is no real reform in the 
systems governing land, hukou registra-

tion, and local public finance, the Chinese 
economy will slow down quite significantly. 
in the worst-case scenario, the housing 
bubble will burst, leading to a full-scale 
financial and economic crisis.

Land Lines: What are some potential policy 
implications of  your research on local governance 
and public finance in rural China?
tao ran: China needs to reform its land 
and household registration systems so that 
migrants can access affordable housing 
and decent public schooling services in 
cities. land has played an essential role  
in the making of  China’s growth model  
in the past 15 years—but it is also respon-
sible for current economic woes. in my 
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migrant worker dorms like these are  
common in shanghai and other chinese  
cities receiving a massive influx of  
rural workers. 
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view, a reform package that centers   
on land and urbanization provides the 
best chance of  creating a better balance  
between the country’s import and export 
rates by unleashing huge domestic demand 
and relieving the overcapacity problem  
in many Chinese industries.
 i propose a gradualist approach that 
aims to build a more equitable dual-track 
system. under the current land regulatory 
regime, land ownership is separated into 
urban and rural; while urban govern-
ments have the authority to allocate rural 
areas for urban development, rural gov-
ernments do not have the same rights  
in reciprocity. this bias deprives rural 
residents of  their development rights  
and leads the Chinese economy down  
a destructive path. 
 total liberalization, however, may  
result in a crash of  the existing housing 
bubbles when a large volume of  rural 
land is made available to the market. to 
alleviate this concern on the part of  local 
governments and urban homeowners, 
China may need to set up a rental proper-
ty market track targeting the 200 million 
rural migrants who already live and work 
in cities. half  of  them currently live in 
dormitories provided by their employers, 
and the other half  reside in illegally built 
housing in urban villages without good 
infrastructure or access to urban public 
services such as education for migrating 
children. i propose a reform that would 
allow rural communities in suburban vil-
lages of  migrant-receiving cities to take 
their nonagricultural land onto the urban 
housing market under one condition: for 
the first 10 to 15 years, they could build 
properties used only for rental purposes. 
after the transitional period, those houses 
would gain full rights, and they could be 
sold directly on the housing market. 

Land Lines: What are the advantages of    
this design?
tao ran: insulating developable rural 
land in the rental market initially provides 
a cushion for the existing real estate market 
and prevents market panics and a burst-
ing of  the housing bubble. Merging the 
two tracks, however, would send specu-
lators a credible signal that residential 
building prices will not rise further, and  

so the central government could phase 
out its strict regulations on real estate 
markets installed since 2010 to curb the 
housing bubble. such a reform package 
would contribute to a healthy growth of  
the housing market. Moreover, granting 
rural communities development rights—
even if  those rights were restricted during 
the transition period—would open the 
legal channel for them to apply for devel-
opment loans. 

power. in the long run, municipalities 
should levy property taxes to generate  
a stable source of  income for local public 
finance. Considering the strong resistance 
from wealthy and politically powerful  
residents of  the cities introducing the 
property tax on a trial basis, however,  
it is unrealistic to expect this new tax  
to  take effect soon.
 i believe that another untapped source 
for local governments is underutilized 
industrial land. according to various  
reports, the floor-area ratio is only about 
0.3 to 0.4 for industrial parks even in  
China’s developed areas. through re- 
organization by negotiation, it is possible 
to double land development intensity   
and convert some industrial land for   
residential and commercial construction. 
our estimates show that local governments 
would be more than compensated for 
giving up the power of  land requisition, 
and they could also use these revenues  
to pay back the debts and avert a finan-
cial crisis. 
 at the current stage of  development, 
no reform in the Chinese economy is  
going to be easy. one certainly should  
not have any illusions about a quick fix. 
but the proposed dual-track reform  
package offers some real hope of  boosting 
domestic consumption and alleviating  
the overcapacity problem in many sectors. 
one particularly favorable factor for this 
reform is the new leadership’s emphasis 
on urbanization. Premier li Keqiang   
has spent years on this issue and seems  
to have a genuine interest in achieving 
breakthroughs. this proposal may provide 
a realistic roadmap for such reforms. 

Land Lines: What lessons can China teach? 
tao ran: the Chinese model successfully 
effects growth. it also generates several 
negative consequences, such as the over-
leveraging of  land, social unrest resulting 
from land grabbing, environmental dam-
ages, and housing bubbles, which burden 
the urban population. the Chinese lesson 
is that for a country to grow, the govern-
ment is essential; but that same govern-
ment may overdo things and, in the long 
run, generate distortions that finally  
damage the sustainability of  the econ-
omy and society. 
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 this opportunity would unleash a 
housing construction boom in urban  
villages and suburban areas and provide  
a lift for construction-related industries 
with significant overcapacity. unlike the 
current housing bubble, this kind of   
real estate development is more socially 
beneficial and economically sustainable.  
rural residents, particularly those living 
close to urban centers, would benefit  
directly. the growth in the rental property 
track also makes housing affordable for 
hundreds of  millions of  migrant workers, 
enabling them to settle in cities perma-
nently. urbanization has the potential  
to turn the Chinese economy away from 
the investment-driven model. 

Land Lines: What is the key to the success  
of  this reform? 
tao ran: the attitude of  local govern-
ments is critical. their concern over rev-
enues  is perfectly legitimate and needs  
to be addressed in the reform package. 
under the current system, local gov- 
ernments are burdened with too many 
spending responsibilities, and they lack 
adequate revenues. after the reform,  
they would have limited power of  land 
requisition and lose the sizeable land lease 
fees and bank loans associated with that 

F a c u l t y  p r o F i l e   tao ran
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new Lincoln institute Policy focus report
 

the recent boom and bust in house 
prices generated widespread fall-
out, affecting metropolitan areas 

across the country. but the extent of  the 
damage varied widely, suggesting that  
local market conditions also played an im-
portant role in determining how the crisis 
played out. as a result, nationally aggre-
gated data were an unreliable guide to 
both housing performance and the design 
of  policies to mitigate the crisis. 
 based on their recent research for the 
lincoln institute of  land Policy, James  
r. Follain and seth h. Giertz document 
how econometric models can be used to 
address some of  the complex issues that 
have arisen since the house price bust. in 
particular, these models provide valuable 
insights into the interrelationships between 
house price patterns and their drivers— 
including new drivers that changed the 
fundamental dynamics of  hard-hit hous-
ing markets, such as the size of  the dis-
tressed real estate inventory, the pace of  
price appreciation, and the amount of  
subprime lending. 
 these changes made policy making in 
mid-crisis especially challenging. to illus-
trate this point, the authors analyze one of  
the major programs put in place to stem 
the spread of  foreclosures. the home  
affordable Modification Program (haMP) 
was developed in 2007 just as the destruc-
tive fallout of  the crisis began to appear. 
traditional tools for measuring and man-
aging the crisis were insufficient. the de-
sign of  haMP thus rested upon a number 
of  critical judgments about borrower and 
lender behavior made without benefit of  
strong empirical support. while recogniz-
ing the challenges of  responding to a bust 
once it has begun, the authors suggest that 
attempts to deal with any future crises of  
this type might benefit from certain differ-
ent design decisions:
• an initial focus on hardest-hit markets 

to fine-tune program parameters;
• development of  longer-term forecasts 

of  house prices for local markets;

Preventing house Price bubbles: Lessons from the 2006–2012 bust

Preventing house Price bubbles:  
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James R. Follain and Seth H. Giertz  
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ISBN 978-1-55844-285-6  / Code PF036

ordering information
www.lincolninst.edu/pubs

• greater efforts to foster more coopera-
tion among all levels of  government; and 

• fuller recognition of  the inherent weak-
nesses of  mortgage securitization. 

 
the report also discusses how economet-
ric results can be used to identify and pre-
vent, or at least limit, the formation of  
house price bubbles in the future. analysts 
often mention two specific options for 
combating unsustainable house price in-
creases: monetary policy and countercycli-
cal capital policies. Follain and Giertz ar-
gue that monetary policy is of  limited use 
in this arena, given that price appreciation 
varies so widely across local markets. 
Countercyclical capital buffers—which 
would raise capital requirements for finan-
cial institutions during the initial stages of  
the bubble and reduce them during a pe-
riod of  price decline—are a much more 
promising policy direction because they 
could be designed to put the brakes on 
only in those markets where bubbles appear 
to be developing. 

 tailoring capital requirements to local 
markets is, of  course, challenging. indeed, 
identifying price bubbles or the increasing 
risk of  a severe price drop is not easy, and 
consensus about the risk is unlikely. Pro-
jecting future price changes will never be 
error-free, and the costs of  such errors 
must be weighed against any gains from 
this policy. Moreover, the degree of  suc-
cess of  a countercyclical capital policy 
would depend on forecasting ability. 
 nevertheless, broader recognition of  
the importance of  local market conditions 
would be a step in the right direction, and 
the growing availability of  geographically 
granular data makes this approach to bub-
ble prevention much more viable than in 
the past. we are in the midst of  a data  
revolution that will ultimately allow highly 
detailed measurement of  house price trends. 
both private and public sector entities are 
moving to take advantage of  this highly 
positive development in the mortgage mar-
ket. with these new information sources, 
the nation has an opportunity to prepare 
better for the next housing market bubble. 

◗  a b o u t  t h e  a u t h o r s
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

James r. Follain is the principal of  
James r. Follain llC, a senior fellow at 
the rockefeller institute of  Government, a 
consultant to Collateral analytics, and an 
advisor to Fi Consulting. Contact: jfollain@
nycap.rr.com 

Seth H. Giertz is an assistant profes- 
sor of  economics at the university of  ne-
braska–lincoln. he worked for several 
years in the tax division of  the Congres-
sional budget office and also served as a 
staff  economist for the President’s advi-
sory Panel on Federal tax reform. Con-
tact: giertz@unl.edu
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new Lincoln institute Policy focus report
 

urbanization in latin america is 
associated with strong pressure 
for the supply of  serviced land, 

resulting in significant changes in land  
values that are distributed unequally 
among landowners and other stakehold-
ers. Conventional fiscal policies and in-
struments largely neglect how the costs  
of  providing urban infrastructure and ser-
vices are socialized, and how their benefits 
are privatized. 
 the notion of  value capture is to  
mobilize for the benefit of  the commu-
nity at large some or all the land value 
increments (unearned income or plus-
valías) generated by the actions of  others 
besides the landowner, such as from 
public investments in infrastructure or 
administrative changes in land use norms 
and regulations. Many countries in latin 
america, notably brazil and Colombia, 
have passed legislation that supports  
value capture principles, and some juris-
dictions have applied this potentially 
powerful financing mechanism by using 
a variety of  locally adapted tools and  
instruments.
 this discussion of  the concept of   
value capture explains its justification 
and increasing popularity, provides a 
brief  review of  its antecedents in latin 
america and elsewhere around the world, 
and illustrates its many forms and long-
standing presence in the urban planning 
agenda. the reasons for its growing 
popularity are manifold: regional eco-
nomic stabilization and fiscal decentral-
ization; more progressive strategies for 
urban planning and management; re-
democratization, increased social aware-
ness, and demands for equitable public 
policy responses; changing attitudes to-
ward privatization and public-private 
partnerships; the influence of  multi- 
lateral agencies; and pragmatic consider-

implementing value capture in Latin america: Policies and tools for urban development
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ations to capture land value increments 
to raise funds for local community needs.
 the report examines a variety of   
specific instruments and applications in 
municipalities throughout the region un-
der three categories: property taxation 
and betterment contributions; exactions 
and other direct negotiations for charges 
for building rights or the transfer of   
development rights; and large-scale ap-
proaches such as development of  public 
land through privatization or acquisi-
tion, land readjustment, and public auc-
tions of  bonds for purchasing building 
rights. it concludes with a summary of  
lessons learned and recommends steps 
that can be taken in three spheres: 
 Learn from Implementation 
Experiences: while value capture 
charges in theory are neutral regarding 
land use and should fall entirely on land-
owners, in practice successful imple-

mentation demands management skills 
to deal with many complex factors and 
diverse stakeholders. in addition, it re-
quires proper understanding of  land mar-
ket conditions, comprehensive property 
monitoring systems, a fluid dialogue 
among fiscal, planning, and judicial en-
tities, and the political resolve of  local 
government leaders. 
 Increase Knowledge about Theory 
and Practice: Conducting research, 
documenting and disseminating imple-
mentation experiences, and providing 
evidence about how value capture poli-
cies work on the ground are essential to 
overcome the disjunction between rhet-
oric and practice and to change the be-
havior and attitudes of  public officials, 
landowners, and the community at large. 
 Promote Greater Public Under-
standing and Participation: land 
value increments are captured more 
successfully from landowners and other 
stakeholders who perceive they are re-
ceiving greater benefits from a public  
intervention than those accruing from 
business as usual. Furthermore, value 
capture tools are more likely to succeed 
when used to solve a locally recognized 
problem.

◗  a b o u t  t h e  a u t h o r
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Martim o. Smolka is senior fellow and 
director of  the Program on latin ameri-
can and the Caribbean, and co-chairman 
of  the department of  international stud-
ies at the lincoln institute of  land Policy. 
Contact: msmolka@lincolninst.edu
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f e L L o W s h i P  programs
david c. Lincoln fellows, 
2012–2013

the david C. lincoln Fellowships 
in land value taxation were  
established in 1999 to develop 

academic and professional interest in this 
topic through support for major research 
projects. the fellowship program honors 
david C. lincoln, founding chairman of  
the lincoln institute, and his longstanding 
interest in land value taxation. the pro-
gram encourages scholars and practitioners 
to undertake new work in this field, either 
in the basic theory or its applications. 
these research projects add to the under-
standing of  land value taxation as a com-
ponent of  contemporary fiscal systems  
in countries throughout the world. the 
deadline for the next application process 
is september 16, 2013. For more infor-
mation, visit the institute’s website at 
www.lincolninst.edu/education/dcl_fellowships.asp.  

david albouy
Assistant Professor, Department  
of Economics, University of Michigan
urban Land value: measurement  
and theory
this project estimates land value differ-
ences across u.s. metropolitan areas with 
a large, new database of  market values. 
variations are explained through local site 
characteristics, or “amenities,” and are 
used to estimate production parameters 
for residential housing, including income 
share to land. the project will also esti-
mate the costs and benefits of  “regulatory 
taxes” on land to determine if  they re-
duce land values. Finally, the research will 
address the theory of  urban land values in 
an urban system of  heterogeneous cities. 

michael bell
MEB Associates
david brunori
Research Professor, George Washington 
Institute of Public Policy
a better tax:  thoughts and research  
on replacing Local option sales tax  
with a Land value tax
this study will examine the policy and 
administrative issues associated with  
replacing local option sales taxes with a 
land value or split-rate tax system. the 
research will include a case study of  the 
local tax system in a demonstration city, 
selected in collaboration with the lincoln 
institute, and evaluate the consequences 

of  replacing a local-option sales tax there 
with a land value or split-rate tax.

aleksandar bućić
Managing Assistant to Secretary General 
for Finance, Standing Conference of  
Serbian Towns and Municipalities
dušan vasiljević
Business Regulation and Economic  
Governance Team Leader, Cardno Emerging 
Markets, USAID Business Enabling Project
continuing Property tax reform in serbia: 
capturing Land value through integration 
of the Land use charge into Property  
tax and taxing business Properties
serbia is one of  the southeast european 
countries that has done the most to tap 
into the property tax’s potential to improve 
public finances and make local govern-
ments more accountable. Many issues 
remain unresolved, however—notably  
the taxation of  land and properties owned 
by legal entities (businesses). the 2014 
abolition of  serbia’s land development 
charge, a kind of  quasi-property tax, calls 
for a long-awaited overhaul of  the property 
taxation system. the purpose of  this re-
search is to model different land taxation 
options in the context of  reforming the 
taxation of  business properties.

jeffrey P. cohen
Associate Professor of Economics,  
University of Hartford
replacing the sales tax with a Land tax:  
Where, What goods, and Why?
one approach for encouraging urban 
economic activity is to lower distortionary 
taxes, such as local sales taxes, while raising 
nondistortionary taxes, such as land taxes. 
henry George and other economists have 
argued that a land tax accompanied by 
tax cuts in other areas would encourage 
economic development while extracting 
land rents from landowners without dis-
torting their decisions. a land tax has the 
potential to encourage greater efficiency 
in markets and discourage sprawl. some 
cities in certain u.s. states, including  
arizona and Pennsylvania, currently im-
pose sales taxes at the local level in addi-
tion to state sales taxes. this project will 
estimate elasticities of  supply and demand 
for various goods in various states and 
assess where sales taxes might be replaced 
by land value taxes. an aim of  this study 
is to provide guidance to state and local 
policy in arizona, Pennsylvania, and  
other states that may be considering  
land value taxation. 

Paavo monkkonen
Assistant Professor, Dept. of Urban Planning, 
UCLA Luskin School of Public Affairs
the impact of Land value taxation   
on urban development: the mexicali  
experience
land value taxes are expected to benefit 
urban form more than standard property 
taxes by promoting more efficient and 
intensive use of  land, limiting land specu-
lation, and facilitating more compact de-
velopment. the municipality of  Mexicali 
in baja California, Mexico, began using  
a land value taxation system in 1989. this 
project will describe and test hypotheses 
about how Mexicali’s change in tax policy 
affected urban development there by  
interviewing public officials, developers, 
and land owners and by analyzing census 
Gis data from 1990 to 2010. 

Zhou yang
Assistant Professor, Department   
of Economics and Legal Studies,  
Robert Morris University 
the effects of the two-rate   
Property tax: What can We Learn from 
the Pennsylvania experience?
this project empirically investigates the 
effects of  the two-rate (split-rate) property 
tax on the capital intensity of  land devel-
opment in Pennsylvania. after developing 
and drawing upon an effective strategy 
for data collection, to overcome the data 
limitations in the existing literature, the 
project will offer a better picture of  the 
effects of  the two-rate tax and provide 
policy suggestions regarding the use of  
land value taxes to combat urban sprawl.   

each year the lincoln institute spon-
sors a wide variety of  research projects 
that further our commitment to  
exploring cutting-edge land and tax 
policy. we offer three types of  fellow-
ship programs: visiting fellowships, 
research fellowships, and graduate  
student fellowships. these support 
scholars, practitioners, and graduate 
students whose work contributes to 
our knowledge of  land and tax policy 
and develops ideas to guide policy 
makers throughout the world. For a 
list of  on-going research projects at 
the institute, visit www.lincolninst.edu/
education/research.asp?search=Submit

other fellowships
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the education programs listed here 
are offered as open enrollment 
courses for diverse audiences of  

elected and appointed officials, policy 
advisers and analysts, taxation and assess-
ing officers, planning and development 
practitioners, business and community 
leaders, scholars and advanced students, 
and concerned citizens. For more infor-
mation about these and other programs, 
visit the lincoln institute website at www.
lincolninst.edu/education/courses.asp. in addi-
tion, the website hosts many online courses 
on land use and taxation policy that are 
offered in both english and spanish.  

the 79th annual international 
conference on assessment 
administration

monday, august 26, 2013
grand rapids, michigan
Perspectives on school funding 
and the Property tax
daphne Kenyon, Lincoln institute of Land 
Policy, d. a. Kenyon & associates; alan 
dornfest, idaho state tax commission;  
Laura dawson ullrich, Winthrop university, 
rock hill, south carolina; sally Powers,  
Lincoln institute of Land Policy; ronald c. 
fisher, michigan state university; andrew 
reschovsky, Lincoln institute of Land  
Policy, university of Wisconsin-madison. 

this year’s seminar focuses on current 
property tax and school finance issues  
and explores future prospects for funding 
education. the program features three 
case studies of  states that have substituted 
sales taxes for a portion of  school proper-
ty taxes. it examines the impact of  these 
“tax swaps” on property tax burdens, the 
stability of  school funding, fiscal disparities, 
and educational outcomes. Presentations 
include: idaho school Funding reform— 
reducing Property tax in Favor of  state 
Funding; act 388: its impacts on south 
Carolina schools and Communities;  
using lincoln institute’s Significant Features 
of  the Property Tax; sales tax substitution 
for Property tax in Michigan: what 
happened; Prospects for Property tax 
revenues for school Funding. opportu-
nity for 3 hours of  iaao Continuing  
education credit. For information about 
conference registration, contact lauren 
harlan, iaao (email: Harlan@iaao.org, 
phone: 816-701-8109), or visit  
www.iaao.org.

Programs in Latin america 

monday–tuesday, sePtember 16–17
belo horizonte, brazil
cities, taxes and municipal finances
martim smolka, Lincoln institute of Land  
Policy; marciano seabra de godoi, institute for 
fiscal studies—iefi, belo horizonte, brazil

during this seminar participants will  
discuss domestic and international issues 
related to taxes and municipal finances, 
emphasizing the links to urban policy  
and the analysis of  concrete experiences 
in municipalities in brazil and other latin 
american countries. the main purpose 
of  the seminar is to sensitize the executive 
and legislative branches of  the municipal 
government regarding the importance of  
developing an efficient and just municipal 
tax policy that is fully integrated with the 
land and urban policies already established 
in the 1988 brazilian Constitution. 

friday–saturday, october 4–5
buenos aires, argentina
urban Policy instruments:  
current tendencies and new  
visions for argentinean cities 
martim smolka, Lincoln institute;  
cynthia goytia, torcuato di tella university, 
buenos aires, argentina

this course has two main objectives. 
First, it aims to improve our understand-
ing of  urban growth trends in argentinean 
cities and discuss the available regulatory 
instruments of  urban land use regulation. 
second, it presents information and de-
scribes experiences of  several judicial, 
fiscal, and management instruments that 
affect the agenda of  urban and land poli-
cies and have been validated through ac-
tual implementation in different latin 
american cities in the last decades. the 
instruments to be discussed include land 
regularization and titling, development 
rights, social interest zoning, use of  geo-
graphical information systems, and land 
acquisition by the public sector.

saturday–tuesday, october 12–15
rio de janeiro, brazil
viii international congress on  
research journalism
martim smolka, Lincoln institute;  
Paulo sandroni, getulio vargas foundation, 
sao Paulo, brazil

the eighth annual international Congress 
on research Journalism is the premier 

meeting for brazilian journalists. the 
event will have approximately 100 speak-
ers grouped in 70 thematic panels and 
will be offered to an expected audience of  
1,000 participants. the lincoln institute 
is offering two three-hour long workshops 
and a panel discussion on themes related 
to urban development, emphasizing in-
struments of  urban intervention used in 
projects related to the 2014 world soccer 
tournament and the 2016 olympic 
Games, to be held in brazil.

sunday–friday, october 27–november 1
curitiba, brazil
Land management in Large-scale 
urban Projects
martim smolka, Lincoln institute;  
eduardo reese, general sarmiento  
university, buenos aires, argentina

this course analyzes projects designed  
to promote the redevelopment or regen-
eration of  deteriorated or abandoned 
urban areas, the extension of  the urban 
perimeter, the strengthening of  growth 
centers, and/or the creation or rehabil-
itation of  central city areas, including 
historic centers. the course also includes 
a broad set of  management instruments 
for large-scale urban projects, financing 
alternatives, mechanisms for fair redistri-
bution of  costs and benefits, and critical 
analysis of  a wide variety of  case studies.

sunday–friday, december 1–6
cochabamba, bolivia
informal Land markets and  
regularization in Latin america
martim smolka, Lincoln institute of Land 
Policy, cambridge, ma, usa; claudio acioly, 
united nations human settlements  
Program, un-habitat, nairobi, Kenya

this course is designed to meet the needs 
of  practitioners involved in the planning, 
management, and implementation of  
land regularization and citywide slum 
upgrading programs in latin america. 
those involved in urban planning, hous-
ing, and land policy will find the course 
particularly useful. Participants will exam-
ine informality and the land tenure regu-
larization process through the analysis  
of  cases from latin america and other 
regions. 

P r o g r a m  calendar

n e W  Wo r K i n g  Pa P e r s
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Two dozen additional working papers are accessible 
for free on www.lincolninst.edu since January 2013. 
The leading edge of the Lincoln Institute’s research, 

working papers are often the seed of books, policy focus 
reports, Land Lines articles, and other publications. The 
most recent research covers land-related themes through-
out the globe, from myriad aspects of land taxation in 
China to the effects of rapid transit buses on property 
value in Mexico City. Here are some new releases:

Transportation in the Favelas of Rio de Janeiro  
Jacob Koch, Luis Antonio Lindau, and Carlos David Nassi

This paper presents findings on transportation patterns  
in the slums of Rio de Janeiro, based upon a survey of 
2,000 residents in three favelas of diverse typology and 
geographic location. (May 2013)  

F O C u S  O n  t h e 
W e b S i t e

Beyond Housing: Urban Agriculture and Commercial 
Development by Community Land Trusts 
Greg Rosenberg and Jeffrey Yuen 

Based upon case studies of 13 CLTs exploring non-
residential development in the U.S., this paper focuses 
on the urban agriculture and commercial development 
sectors. (April 2013) 

Future Sea Level Rise Scenarios and the Shoreline  
of Mar del Plata, Argentina: Assessing Socioeconomic 
Impacts and Relief Measures 
Juan Pablo Celemín and María Laura Zulaica  
This report anticipates where coastal damage will occur, 
the extent to which the effects of sea level rise will vary 
spatially, and the present socioeconomic context of  
areas that will be most heavily exposed. (June 2013)

n e W  W o r K i n g  Pa P e r s
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residents of the complexo do 
alemão favela in rio de janeiro 
receive one free roundtrip ride  
on this cable car per day.
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2013–2014 Program
The Lincoln Institute’s annual Program for 2013–2014 
presents a comprehensive overview of the Institute’s 
mission and its diverse programs for the new  
academic year. It includes department descriptions; 
courses, seminars, conferences, and online education 
programs; research, demonstration, and evaluation 
projects; publications and multimedia products;  
Web-based resources and tools; and lists of  
fellows and faculty. 

The complete Program catalog will be posted on  
the Lincoln Institute website for free downloading  
in late August. To request a print copy, contact  
help@lincolninst.edu.




